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Introduction

Our study region covers the section of the North Anatolian Fault (NAF, a major right-
lateral strike-slip fault) that ruptured during the M7.6 Izmit earthquake on August 17th,
1999. Several studies based on InSAR and GPS survey data (e.g. Çakir et al., 2012; Hussain
et al., 2016) have shown that creeping of the shallower part of the Izmit segment started as
postseismic slip to the Izmit earthquake.
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Study region: Focus on the north strand of the North Anatolian Fault.

We use continuous GPS data to better understand the aseismic slip on the NAF, in partic-
ular to gain new insight into the temporal behavior of the fault zone thanks to the 1-day
resolution of the data. We analyze these GPS data jointly with the local seismicity data to
extract the signal hidden in the noisy GPS recordings.

Earthquake Detection

We build an earthquake catalog from 2008 to 2020 by applying an automated earthquake
detection and location method that combines backprojection of seismic energy and template
matching (Beaucé et al., 2019).

Seismic stations

GPS stations

2012-05-04 / 2013-10-01: 70 temporary seismic
stations (DANA experiment) + 9 permanent seismic
stations (KO network). This dense array is used to
build a catalog of template earthquakes.
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2008-01-01 / 2020-01-01: 9 permanent seismic
stations (KO network). The template earthquakes
are used in a matched-filter search to build our final
earthquake catalog.

Template matching is a powerful tool for discovering new earthquakes that are similar in
source location and mechanism to the known template earthquakes.

Map view of the template earthquakes’ locations.

Albeit the geometry of the KO network is not optimal for fine earthquake detection on the
NAF, we are able to detect many events over 12 years. We prefer a long time period (2008-
2020) with lower detection power over a short time period (2012-2013) with higher detection
power because the signals hidden in the GPS data reveal themselves when analyzing long
time periods.
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Deep Increase in deep seismicity

Seismic activity detected by our method. We report the daily event count at four different depth intervals.
Note the onset of deep seismicity in 2012.

GPS Data Processing: The IZMT Station Case Study

We expect shallow fault creep, or deep aseismic slip, to be accompanied by an increase in small magnitude earthquake activity. Therefore, we make the hypothesis that signal must
be hidden in the GPS data when we detect a higher-than-average number of earthquakes (see similar approach in Frank, 2016).

Daily seismicity

Displacement time series

I: We get the data expressed in the Eurasia-fixed reference frame, attenuate the seasonal signals by
removing the 150-day moving average from the data (but restoring the long term linear trend for
visualization purposes) and then remove the common modes (following Rousset et al., 2019).

II: We differentiate the displacement time series to obtain the daily increments: δx(tn) = x(tn)− x(tn−1),
and we separate these increments into two groups based on the daily seismic activity.

IV: We rearrange the time index such that the two time series have time contiguous samples, and we
measure an average speed from the slope of the time series. Uncertainties on the average speeds are
estimated via jackknife resampling.

III: We sum again the daily increments within the two groups we have just formed:
x(tn)(low/high) = ∑

k<n,k∈ (low/high)
δx(tk). Note that a clear deviation from the long term motion (gray

diamond time series) is observed after 2012, at the same time when we observe the onset of deep
seismicity.

The GPS data are available at http://geodesy.unr.edu/NGLStationPages/gpsnetmap/GPSNetMap.html. Data after 2015 exist but are not publicly available.

Average GPS Speeds: Low Seismicity vs High Seismicity

We repeat the processing illustrated above on the four GPS stations located in our study region.

The slopes measured on the low seismicity and high seismicity displacement time series are shown as speed vectors on these maps. Left panel: Results from the low seismicity displacement time series. Mid panel:
Results from the high seismicity displacement time series. Right panel: Deviation from the long term motion, defined as the linear trend of the time series before decomposing it. We note that our most interesting and
reliable results are obtained for the 2012-2016 time period, when the seismic data availability is best.

Our preliminary results show that seismicity on the north strand of the NAF is accompanied by motion of the GPS stations located on the northern block of the NAF. The 2012-2016
time period, coinciding with the deep seismic activity, exhibits right lateral motion of the two stations closest to the NAF: IZMT and HEND. The large differences in average speeds
observed between 2008-2012 and 2012-2016 may suggest complex contributions from various faults. In order to isolate these contributions, we are working on grouping events that
are associated with a same deformation mode and repeat this GPS time series decomposition for each earthquake group.

Conclusions

• New earthquake catalog around the Izmit segment. Deep seismicity onset in 2012.
• Episodes of high seismicity suggest concomitant aseismic slip. If so, fault creep on

the Izmit segment is likely an intermittent slip process rather than a continuous one.
• Quantifying the amount of slip that accompanies small magnitude seismicity will

help us quantify the aseismic moment release on the NAF.
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